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		Your one step guide to learn all about AWS networking.

	
		Key Features

		
			Master your networking skills on Public Cloud.
	
			Gain hands-on experience of using Amazon VPC, Elastic Load Balancing, Direct Connect and other AWS products.
	
			Implement troubleshooting skills and best practices for security on AWS network.


	
		Book Description

	
		Amazon Web Services (AWS) dominates the public cloud market by a huge margin and it continues to be the first choice for many organizations. Networking has been an area of focus for all the leading cloud service providers. AWS has a suite of network-related products that help to perform network-related task in AWS.

	
		This book initially covers the basics of networking in AWS. Then we use AWS VPC to create an isolated virtual cloud for performing network-related tasks. We then provide an overview of AWS Direct Connect after taking a deep dive into scalability and load balancing using Auto scaling feature, Elastic Load Balancing, and Amazon Route S3.

	
		Toward the end of the book, we cover some troubleshooting tips and security best practices for your network. By the end of this book, you will have hands-on experience of working with network tasks on AWS.

	
		What you will learn

		
			Overview of all networking services available in AWS.
	
			Gain Work with load balance application across different regions.
	
			Learn auto scale instance based on the increase and decrease of the traffic.
	
			Deploy application in highly available and fault tolerant manner.
	
			Configure Route 53 for a web application.
	
			Troubleshooting tips and best practices at the end


	
		Who This Book Is For

	
		This book is targeted towards cloud architects, cloud solution providers, or any stakeholders dealing with networking on AWS Cloud. A prior idea of Amazon Web Services will be an added advantage.
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iMovie 3 for Mac OS X (Visual QuickStart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2003
Crammed with new features-but lacking any documentation to speak of-iMovie 3 is a tool just waiting to be tapped, and this Visual QuickStart Guide provides the key. If you're already familiar with Apple's video editing software, you'll welcome the easy-to-find coverage of all of iMovie's new features-including seamless integration with other iLife...
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The Art of the Start: The Time-Tested, Battle-Hardened Guide for Anyone Starting AnythingPortfolio Hardcover, 2004
What does it take to turn ideas into action? What are the elements of a perfect pitch? How   do you win the war for talent? How do you establish a brand without bucks? These are   some of the issues everyone faces when starting or revitalizing any undertaking, and Guy   Kawasaki, former marketing maven of Apple Computer, provides the answers.
...
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From Atom Optics to Quantum Simulation: Interacting Bosons and Fermions in Three-Dimensional Optical Lattice Potentials (Springer Theses)Springer, 2012

	This thesis explores ultracold quantum gases of bosonic and fermionic atoms in optical lattices. The highly controllable experimental setting discussed in this work, has opened the door to new insights into static and dynamical properties of ultracold quantum matter. One of the highlights reported here is the development and application of a...
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Fundamentals of EconomicsCengage Learning, 2008

	Based on the comprehensive two-semester text by the same authors, this version of Economics "boils down" the formal economic theories and concepts into their essential parts, emphasizing domestic and international applications and policy issues. Fundamentals of Economics is a concise but thorough survey of economics for instructors...
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XPath and XPointerO'Reilly, 2002
XML documents contain regular but flexible structures. Developers can use those structures as a framework on which to build powerful transformative and reporting applications, as well as to establish connections between different parts of documents. XPath and XPointer are two W3C-created technologies that make these structures accessible to...
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Ajax on RailsO'Reilly, 2007
 Learn to build dynamic, interactive web applications using the two most important approaches to web development today: Ajax and the phenomenally efficient Ruby on Rails platform. This book teaches intermediate to advanced web developers how to use both Ajax and Rails to quickly build high-performance, scalable applications...
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